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Mia And The Daisy Dance My First I
Can Read
"Mia and the Bad Boy is what the young adult genre should
be made of! A story full of heart and humor with the right
mixture of romance throughout. I loved the friendship that
blossoms between Mia and Ryder, and seeing it develop into
more. I will absolutely be reading more from the Crush line,
and more of Lisa Burstein!" -Jessica, Thoughts at One in the
Morning Ryder Brooks is living the dream—he’s famous, loved
by millions of girls, and miserable. All he really wants is to
write his own music, not Seconds to Juliet’s sugary sweet
pop. In order to do that, though, the “bad boy” of the band will
have to play by the rules. And that includes behaving with his
new—and super cute—über-good-girl tutor. Mia Reyes is in
fangirl heaven. Tutoring her favorite member of her favorite
band? It’s a dream come true...until it turns into a complete
nightmare. Ryder is nothing like she thought. He’s crude,
arrogant, and pretty much a total jerk. And the worst part?
She’s roped into pretending to be his girlfriend so that no one
finds out he’s being tutored. Fake kisses, plenty of PDA, and
even sharing his hotel room... But sometimes even the
baddest of bad boys needs a little redemption. Disclaimer:
This Entangled Teen Crush book contains adult language,
underage drinking, sexual situations, and lots of swoons. It
may convince even the good-est of good girls to go bad. Each
book in the Backstage Pass Series is a standalone, full-length
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1
- Aimee and the Heartthrob Book #2 - Mia and the Bad Boy
Book #3 - Daisy and the Front Man Book #4 - Anya and the
Shy Guy Book #5 - Abby and the Cute One
The big recital is just around the corner, and all of the
students in Miss Bird's dance class are busy getting ready.
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But when Mia decides to practice on her way home from
class, she falls and hurts her paw. Can Mia still be part of the
big day? Full color.
Discover the other planets in Earth's solar system and
beyond.
Ballerina kitten Mia is back in a seventh I Can Read Book by
Robin Farley. Adorable full-color illustrations by Olga and
Aleksey Ivanov and a dance dictionary add to the fun. This
series is perfect for fans of the Tallulah books. Mia and her
friend Ruby are excited to welcome a new girl—Sara—to Miss
Bird’s dance class. They try to teach her exactly how to do
their dance. But Sara doesn’t do it right. She adds a new
twist to every step! By watching Sara dance, Mia and her
classmates eventually learn that individuality is a wonderful
thing. Mia and the Girl with a Twirl is a My First I Can Read
book, which means it’s perfect for reading aloud to a child.
Mia and the Tiny Toe Shoes
When You Get the Chance
Mia Sets the Stage
Street Hockey
Ask Mia

Mia and her ballet friends are back in another
charming I Can Read story perfect for fans of
Tallulah books and aspiring ballerinas
everywhere. Mia’s dance class is putting on their
first show! The dancers will perform their own
special parts, and Mia can’t wait to practice. The
dance is going to be perfect! But when Mia’s
friend Anna leaves class early without learning
her part, Mia begins to worry. Will Anna be able
to dance at the show? Together Mia and Anna
learn that sometimes it’s not about the end
result, but the fun of learning with a friend. Mia
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and the Daisy Dance is a My First I Can Read
book, which means it’s perfect for shared reading
with a child.
Book Features: • 24 pages, about 8 inches x 8
inches • Ages 4-8, PreK-Grade 2 leveled readers •
Simple, easy-to-read pages with vibrant
illustrations • Features vocabulary and pre- and
post-reading comprehension activities • Includes
reading and teaching tips The Magic of Reading:
Introduce your child to the magic of reading with
Mia's Family. This 24-page Ready Reader book
features colorful illustrations and short, simple
language to practice early reading
comprehension skills. Hands-On Reading
Adventure: Mia has two moms and twin brothers!
Join Mia and her family as they work together to
teach others about differences in diverse family
dynamics, and how they are similar, too!
Features: More than just an engaging book about
family and diversity, this kids book also includes
a vocabulary list, picture glossary, reading and
teaching tips, and fun comprehension and
extension activities to help kids explore their own
families. Leveled Books: This early reading book
engages preschoolers through second graders
with leveled text, vocabulary, colorful
illustrations, and high-interest topics like family
and diversity to promote essential early reading
comprehension skills. Why Rourke Educational
Media: Since 1980, Rourke Publishing Company
has specialized in publishing engaging and
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diverse non-fiction and fiction books for children
in a wide range of subjects that support reading
success on a level that has no limits.
What animal was here? Can you solve the
mystery? Study the picture and read the clues to
figure out who left each set of tracks. Then turn
the page to find out about animals from around
the world. Watercolor and collage illustrations
show the many kinds of trails that animals leave
behind in mud, snow, and sand.
Tying into the popular Makers Movement,
Makers Make it Work is a series of fun easy-toread stories that focus on problem-solving and
hands-on action. With bright, eye-catching art
and explanatory sidebars with additional
information on the topic, these books show kids
how to use their hands, their heads, their
creativity, and their problem-solving skills to
overcome every challenge facing them. Mason
and Mia are twins . . . but don’t always get along.
When Mia wins a dolphin at the fair, Mason
wants one, too. If only Mia could make a twin
dolphin! With the Makers Make It Work series,
any kid can be a Maker! Each book also includes
an activity for young makers to try themselves.
(Topic: 3D Printing).
Riff Raff Sails the High Cheese
The Rise of a Superstar
Who Was Here?
Two Can Keep a Secret
Mia the Mouse
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Norm is just plain normal until he finds himself in a new
school where all his classmates are monsters! When his
school hosts a sleepover, Norm is nervous that he'll be too
scared to fall asleep. But it's not the monsters that he's
scared of—it's sleeping away from home! Join Norm in this
wacky, easy-to-read I Can Read story about learning to fit
in. Reluctant readers, boy readers, girl readers, monster
readers—any beginning readers—will enjoy the wonderfully
silly story and the fun illustrations. This is a level two I Can
Read! book geared for kids who read on their own but still
need a little help.
Debbie and Billy just love the summer holidays, especially
when their grandfather comes to stay. They have lots of fun
racing tires, telling stories, and discovering the secret
places Dada Kean knows about. A beautifully illustrated
Aboriginal book, this entertaining modern-day fable
underscores the importance of family and caring for the
environment.
There’s no such thing as a colt with wings—is there? When
Charles arrives at his Uncle Coot’s Texas ranch from back
East, he’s sure that books have taught him everything he
needs to know about horses. He wants to prove he’s a
cowboy just like his uncle, a retired movie stunt rider, who
knows Charles is out of his element. But when a neighbor’s
mare gives birth to a miraculous colt with wings, Charles
and Coot realize that they both have much more to learn.
They grow to love the colt, named Alado, or “Winged One.”
Still, it’s no easy feat caring for a mythical creature,
especially when it can fly. Can Charles and Coot protect
Alado—and each other? This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Betsy Byars including rare images from the
author’s personal collection.
A bighearted novel about falling in love, making a mess,
and learning to let go, When You Get the Chance is the next
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effervescent novel from Emma Lord, New York Times
bestselling author of the Reese Witherspoon YA Book Club
pick You Have a Match. Nothing will get in the way of Millie
Price’s dream of becoming a Broadway star. Not her lovable
but super introverted dad, who raised Millie alone since she
was a baby. Not her drama club rival, Oliver, who is the very
definition of Simmering Romantic Tension. And not her
“Millie Moods,” the feelings of intense emotion that threaten
to overwhelm. Millie needs an ally. And when an
accidentally left-open browser brings Millie to her dad’s
embarrassingly moody LiveJournal from 2003, Millie knows
just what to do—find her mom. But how can you find a new
part of your life and expect it to fit into your old one without
leaving any marks? And why is it that when you go looking
for the past, it somehow keeps bringing you back to what
you’ve had all along? "Chock-full of musical theater
references and humor, the novel includes high-stakes
emotional drama that is balanced by supportive friendships
and strong, deep family connections...An entertaining
personal journey with plot twists galore." - Kirkus Reviews
No Room for a Pup!
Mia and the Big Sister Ballet
Fairy Animals of Misty Wood
Bush Secrets
Mia: The Snow Day Ballet

An Instant National Bestseller! An Indie
Next Pick! A Most Anticipated in 2021 Pick
for Oprah Magazine | USA Today | Buzzfeed |
Greatist | BookPage | PopSugar | Bustle |
The Nerd Daily | Goodreads | Literary Hub |
Ms. Magazine | Library Journal | Culturess |
Book Riot | Parade Magazine | Kirkus | The
Week | Book Bub | OverDrive | The Portalist
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| Publishers Weekly A Best of Summer Pick
for TIME Magazine | CNN | Book Riot | The
Daily Beast | Lambda Literary | The
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel | Goodreads |
Bustle | Veranda Magazine | The Week |
Bookish | St. Louis Post-Dispatch | Den of
Geek | LGBTQ Reads | Pittsburgh City Paper
| Bookstr | Tatler HK A Best of 2021 Pick for
NPR “A vibrant and queer reinvention of F.
Scott Fitzgerald's jazz age classic. . . . I was
captivated from the first sentence.”—NPR “A
sumptuous, decadent read.”—The New York
Times “Vo has crafted a retelling that, in
many ways, surpasses the original.”—Kirkus
Reviews, starred review Immigrant.
Socialite. Magician. Jordan Baker grows up
in the most rarefied circles of 1920s
American society—she has money,
education, a killer golf handicap, and
invitations to some of the most exclusive
parties of the Jazz Age. She’s also queer and
Asian, a Vietnamese adoptee treated as an
exotic attraction by her peers, while the
most important doors remain closed to her.
But the world is full of wonders: infernal
pacts and dazzling illusions, lost ghosts and
elemental mysteries. In all paper is fire, and
Jordan can burn the cut paper heart out of a
man. She just has to learn how. Nghi Vo’s
debut novel, The Chosen and the Beautiful,
reinvents this classic of the American canon
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as a coming-of-age story full of magic,
mystery, and glittering excess, and
introduces a major new literary voice. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Meet Mia, the kitten who loves ballet! This
sweet I Can Read story’s adorable
illustrations and dance dictionary is perfect
for fans of the Tallulah books and for
aspiring ballerinas of all ages. On her first
day at dance class, Mia can’t wait to put on
her bouncy pink tutu. There’s only one
problem: her tutu is too-too big! It falls
down and Mia falls over it with every step.
But just as Mia starts to get upset, she
meets Ruby—and Mia realizes that no
setback is too hard to handle with a good
friend by your side. Mia and the Too Big
Tutu is a My First I Can Read book, which
means it’s perfect for shared reading with a
child.
Shiver me whiskers! Someone has stolen the
mice pirates’ most valuable loot: a great big
chunk of cheese! Captain Riff Raff and the
gang set out to retrieve the stolen booty, but
can the cheese be seized? With colorful
illustrations from Anne Kennedy and lively
text from Susan Schade, Riff Raff Sails the
High Cheese strengthens reading skills for
beginning readers and buccaneers. Mice
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pirates and young readers use rhyming
words and simple wordplay to solve the
mystery of the missing cheese. Riff Raff
Sails the High Cheese is a Level Two I Can
Read book, geared for kids who read on
their own but still need a little help.
Mia runs fast. Mia kicks hard. But does Mia
score a soccer goal? Goal or not, everyone is
a winner when they read a book from the
Starting Line Reader series.
The Chosen and the Beautiful
The Winged Colt of Casa Mia
Mia and the Girl with a Twirl
Daisy the Deer
Explore My World Planets
"It's a new school year, and Mia can't wait
to be in class with her best friends, Anna
and Ruby. But Mia is upset to discover that
she has a different teacher than her friends.
Will Mia still twirl into the classroom? On
with the show!"--Page 4 of cover.
Mia’s eighth I Can Read book is full of the
same dancing readers love, but with a
whole set of new moves (and words!) to
help beginning readers grow, perfect for
fans of the Tallulah books. For a new dance
number, Mia the ballerina kitten swaps her
ballet slippers for jazz shoes. The only thing
is, Mia doesn’t think the jazz shoes are as
pretty as her pink slippers. The plain shoes
don’t seem to match the snazzy jazz
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routine. As always, Mia uses her quick
thinking to come up with the perfect
solution to match her plain Jane outfit to
her jazzy steps. Mia Jazzes It Up is a My
First I Can Read book, which means it’s
perfect for shared reading with a child.
A very simple introduction to the sport of
street hockey, the basic rules, the
equipment used, and how it is played.
Additional features to aid comprehension
include fun facts, a table of contents, a
phonetic glossary, sources for further
research, an index, and an introduction to
the author.
The "must-read YA thriller" (Bustle) from #1
New York Times bestselling author of One of
Us Is Lying about a small town with deadly
secrets. "When it comes to YA suspense,
Karen M. McManus is in a league of her
own..." --Entertainment Weekly Echo Ridge
is small-town America. Ellery's never been
there, but she's heard all about it. Her aunt
went missing there at age seventeen. And
only five years ago, a homecoming queen
put the town on the map when she was
killed. Now Ellery has to move there to live
with a grandmother she barely knows. The
town is picture-perfect, but it's hiding
secrets. And before school even begins for
Ellery, someone has declared open season
on homecoming, promising to make it as
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dangerous as it was five years ago. Then,
almost as if to prove it, another girl goes
missing. Ellery knows all about secrets. Her
mother has them; her grandmother does
too. And the longer she's in Echo Ridge, the
clearer it becomes that everyone there is
hiding something. The thing is, secrets are
dangerous--and most people aren't good at
keeping them. Which is why in Echo Ridge,
it's safest to keep your secrets to yourself.
Fans of the hit thriller that started it all can
watch the secrets of the Bayview Four be
revealed in the One of Us is Lying TV series
now streaming on NBC's Peacock!
Yippee! Summer Holidays
Double or Nothing
Discovering Wild Animal Tracks
Mia and the Daisy Dance
The Showtime Fairies Book 4

In the enchanted world of Misty Wood, Mia the
Mouse is on an errand for her mother. But she's
forgotten what her mother asked her to collect!
She knows it's something beginning with a "B." Is it
a bluebird? Some blackberries? A bunch of
buttercups? Maybe her new friend the bumblebee
can help . . .
How much room is enough for a pup? Mia wants a
dog more than anything. But according to her
mom, there is just NO ROOM in their very small
apartment. Then one day, when Mia and her
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grandma are visiting a friend who is giving away
puppies, Mia falls in love with Spot. She has to
convince her mom to let her keep him! With help
from Grandma’s pet-owning friends, can Mia show
her mom how much room there really is in their
apartment? As kids everywhere know, there’s
always room for one more!
Mia the kitten is so excited about the show that her
ballet class will be doing, but when Anna leaves
class early, Mia is afraid that she will not learn the
dance in time.
Mia can't wait to see a ballet performance on
stage! But when heavy snowfall keeps Mia from
seeing the show, she and her friends plan their own
spectacular act in the snow. Young ballet fans and
beginning readers will love seeing how Mia makes
a snow day sparkle in this 8x8 storybook that
comes with a sheet of stickers!
Mia Dances Back to School!
Stressbusters
Mia the Bridesmaid Fairy
Mia and the Dance for Two
Mia Jazzes It Up!
Mittens the kitten is looking for some fun, but he's all alone!
When Mittens hears a scratching noise behind the fence, he digs
and digs until he is face to face, eye to eye, and nose to nose with
the big dog who lives next door, Max. With fun read-aloud
sounds, What’s That, Mittens? is a fun introduction to reading
for the youngest readers. This My First I Can Read Book is
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perfect for shared reading with toddlers and very young
children. Basic language, word repetition, and whimsical
illustrations make this book just right for the emergent reader.
Ballerina kitten Mia is back in another charming I Can Read
story perfect for fans of Tallulah books and aspiring ballerinas
everywhere. Mia loves her dance class, and Mia loves her
teacher, Miss Bird. So when Miss Bird asks Mia to help out in the
little dancers' class, Mia is excited! She wants to teach the tiny
ballerinas to dance, just like Miss Bird teaches Mia. But when the
younger girls have trouble with their steps, Mia gets worried.
What if the little ballerinas aren't able to do the dance? As
always, Mia uses her quick thinking to come up with the perfect
solution. Mia and the Tiny Toe Shoes is a My First I Can Read
book, perfect for shared reading with a child.
Growing up with actor parents in Los Angeles, Billie Eilish was
surrounded by creativity. After writing her first song when she
was four, she took to making music with her older brother. The
siblings loved to write songs to express themselves. But when a
song they uploaded for her dance class went viral, Eilish started
sharing more of her music with the world. Even before the
release of her debut album in 2019, Eilish skyrocketed to fame.
Her unique sense of style and strong point of view made the teen
stand out. Winning five Grammys at just eighteen years old the
following year solidified her as a fresh new force in pop music.
Follow Eilish from homegrown musician to worldwide
phenomenon and see what’s next for the rising star.
Enter an enchanted world of fairy animal friends! Daisy the
Deer loves flying around in the moonlight, whispering happy
dreams into the ears of the sleeping fairy animals. But one night
she meets a little hedgehog who is too scared to go to sleep. Can
Daisy persuade him that there's nothing to be afraid of in Misty
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Wood?
Darcey the Dance Diva Fairy
What's That, Mittens?
Mia: The Easter Egg Chase
Monster School: The Spooky Sleepover
Mia and the Too Big Tutu

Jack Frost is on the naughty list! Every year,
Giselle the Christmas Ballet Fairy's special
magic helps every holiday ballet show run
perfectly. But when Jack Frost crashes a
performance and steals her magic objects, it
looks like everything will be ruined! Rachel and
Kirsty need to get the magic objects back in time
for the Fairyland Christmas Eve ballet
performance. They'll have to harness all the
magic of the season to help Giselle. If they don't
succeed, holiday shows everywhere will be
ruined by Fairyland's biggest Grinch! Find the
magic objects in all three stories inside this
Rainbow Magic Special Edition and help save the
Christmas magic!
When Anna leaves ballet class early, Mia worries
she won't be able to learn their new daisy dance
in time for the recital.
These cheerful and inviting Early Readers bring
the blast of colour that Rainbow Magic's
youngest fans have been waiting for! Best
friends Rachel and Kirsty are going to be
bridesmaids. But Mia the Bridesmaid Fairy has
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lost her magical objects that make weddings
everywhere special. If the girls can't help their
friend, all weddings will be ruined everywhere!
Mia's magical items are a silver sixpence, two
golden bells and a moonshine veil. 'These
stories are magic; they turn children into
readers!' ReadingZone.com If you like Rainbow
Magic, check out Daisy Meadows' other series:
Magic Animal Friends and Unicorn Magic!
Mia the kitten who loves ballet is back in another
sweet I Can Read story perfect for fans of
Tallulah books and aspiring ballerinas
everywhere. When Mia grows up, she wants to
be just like her big sister, Ava! Ava is a ballerina
in a real show, and Mia's class is taking a trip to
visit her. Mia and her friends watch Ava dance in
the ballet, and then Ava shows them how to do
some new moves. Mia tries to dance her best so
that Ava will watch, but Ava is too busy helping
Mia's friends to notice. How can Mia show her
big sister what a great ballerina she is? Mia and
the Big Sister Ballet is Mia's fourth My First I Can
Read book, perfect for shared reading with a
child.
Things I Love about Family
Billie Eilish
Giselle the Christmas Ballet Fairy (Rainbow
Magic: Special Edition)
Mia and the Bad Boy
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A Novel

What do you love most about your family? Inspired by the
things children say they love most about their family, this
book features diverse family units acting out the imaginative
depictions of their favorite things about the ones that they
love. From parents supporting their children with loud cheers
to a family learning something new in the kitchen together,
each beautiful page will inspire readers to list their own
favorite things about their family.
The stress of trying to come up with a successful booth for the
school fair gives Emma and her friends a great idea:
relaxation.
Debbie has two special secrets, and she doesn't want to share
them with her brother Billy; however, when her grandfather,
Dada Keen, comes to visit, Sally knows she can trust him.
Debbie shows the treasure she found, the speckled eggs in the
"Gorgemas Tree," and Dada Keen shows Debbie a special
place in the bush. The interaction between Debbie and her
grandfather strengthen the ideas of keeping secrets in order to
preserve and protect the plants and animals that exist in our
environment and sharing secrets with those who will respect
and preserve our treasures. It is a beautiful tale of family and
passing on the knowledge needed to help protect our
environment.
It's an Easter Eggstravaganza, and Mia can't wait for the
festivities to begin! Every year, Mia's family has an Easter egg
hunt, and a big chocolate bunny is hidden as a special prize.
This year is going to be the year that Mia finds the bunny all
by herself! But when Mia's little cousin Sophie can't find as
many eggs as the other kittens, Mia has to decide between
finding the chocolate bunny and helping her cousin. Can Mia
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make sure everyone has an eggcellent time?
It's Time for Bed
Soccer Score
Mia's Family
Mia and her ballet friends are back in another
charming I Can Read story perfect for fans of
Tallulah books and aspiring ballerinas
everywhere. Mia is excited to learn a new dance
with her best friend, Ruby. But on the day of
class, Ruby isn’t feeling well and Mia must find
another partner. At first Mia is afraid she won’t
have anyone to dance with, but soon Mia finds
herself with not one, but two partners! Making
sure no one is left out, Mia finds a solution that
will work for everyone. Mia and the Dance for
Two is a My First I Can Read book, which means
it’s perfect for shared reading with a child.
Get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the
no. 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up.
Jack Frost has stolen the Showtime Fairies'
magic stars, which means everyone is losing
their special talent! Can Rachel and Kirsty get
the stars back before the Tippington Variety
Show is ruined? 'These stories are magic; they
turn children into readers!' ReadingZone.com
Read all seven fairy adventures in the Showtime
Fairies set! Madison the Magic Show Fairy; Leah
the Theatre Fairy; Alesha the Acrobat Fairy;
Darcey the Dance Diva Fairy; Amelia the Singing
Fairy; Isla the Ice Star Fairy; Taylor the Talent
Show Fairy. If you like Rainbow Magic, check out
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Daisy Meadows' other series: Magic Animal
Friends and Unicorn Magic!
A fun bedtime story featuring the animals of the
North!
When Bossy Mia starts a newspaper, she refuses
to publish Amy's survey results unless they are in
pictograph form, which challenges Amy's math
skills as well as their friendship.
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